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Summary 
 
XeroBank is a communications security firm that has cornered the market on the rarest 
commodity in the world : online privacy. We specialize in communication solutions that 
protect our clients from all eavesdroppers.  
 
Who We Are  
 
XeroBank is a brand operated by Xero Networks AG, a firm strategically incorporated in 
the Republic of Panama. Our team includes the lead programmers of the most popular 
open-source anonymity software including xB Browser, with over 15 million downloads, 
the wildly successful virtual privacy adapter JanusVM, and the pioneers behind most 
advanced anonymity network in the world. 
 
What We Do 
 
We offer high-speed anonymity services, including encrypted email, to clients worldwide. 
Clients connect to us through VPN, and have their traffic routed across our gigabit 
backbone network where it hops from country to country, mixed with tens of thousands 
of other users, creating a virtually untraceable high-speed anonymity network. Our 
services are accessed through an online subscription, billed monthly, and available for 
all major operating systems. 
 
Our Philosophy 
 
Our vision is to protect and foster the development of liberty and free-trade markets by 
empowering our clients to control how their information is exposed and used. 
XeroBank's mission is to offer premier security services that empower data protection 
and provide peace of mind. The trust of our clients is our most valuable asset. Therefore, 
our commitment to client confidentiality is our highest value.  
 
Our Philanthropy 
 
When we aren't busy staying ten steps ahead of surveillance technology, we are behind 
the scenes securing communications for reporters at the Chinese Olympics, keeping 
dissident bloggers safe in Burma, and actively participating in anti-censorship 
movements in Iran. We view self-determination and free speech as the foundation for 
free societies, and we donate our abilities where we have an opportunity to empower 
those who can make a difference, especially to those who are speaking out. 
 
Meet Us 
 
XeroBank team members can be found all over the world. We will be hosting an event at 
the DefCon convention in Las Vegas in August, presenting at the IPCybercrime 
Bootcamp in September, and speaking at the ISS World conference in Washington DC 
in October. We encourage you to attend, and any of our team members would be happy 
to meet with you. 
 



Frequently Asked Questions 
 
Why do I need XeroBank? 
 
Your online activities are being monitored by multiple agencies in and outside of your 
own country. These agencies can see every website you visit, your personal emails, 
your political inclinations, sexual preferences, purchasing habits, and can even predict 
your future behaviors. This world of increasing surveillance threatens the freedom and 
autonomy of children, citizens, and societies by invisibly invading our online privacy. 
XeroBank eliminates these threats through our advanced anonymity network. 
 
 
How does XeroBank work? 
 
Your computer connects to our network, and we encrypt and anonymize all of your 
internet traffic to defeat hackers, eavesdroppers, and surveillance systems. This is done 
by routing your traffic across our international high-speed network of FIPS-140 military-
grade secure nodes, ensuring that your origination and destination nodes are never 
within the same country. 
 
How is XeroBank different than other providers? 
 
Most providers are the same. They use single hop systems or untrusted nodes, creating 
a slow or low-integrity network.  XeroBank's network is a multi-hop, multiplexed network, 
entirely controlled by XeroBank. This unique design provides the strength to defeat 
external threats such as domestic surveillance while avoiding design flaws that create 
internal threats. 
 
Why should I trust XeroBank? 
 
XeroBank is designed for the paranoid. We are incorporated outside of US, UK, and EU 
jurisdiction, and have our financial, administrative, and operational functions segregated 
across multiple entities. This presents a serious hurdle to external parties trying to 
coerce XeroBank, while creating a robust structure that prevents internal threats. 
XeroBank does not log, and is unable to discover the originating source of traffic in our 
own network due to one-way cryptographic operations in our authentication system. 
XeroBank is operated by cryptographers, privacy professionals and anonymity experts. 
We have never surrendered the identity of a client or their traffic in nearly a decade of 
operation, and we never will. 
  
How can I get XeroBank? 
 
Visit XeroBank.com and sign up. Press members, bloggers, and non-violent dissidents 
are entitled to free XeroBank services under our anti-censorship initiative. 
 
How can I contact XeroBank? 
 
Visit XeroBank.com. 
Or contact a team member : Steve Topletz, Operations Advisor or Bruno Delpeuc’h, 
European Liaison Officer. 
Or email us directly: media@xerobank.com   


